I. Welcome/Intros

II. Update on NDIA-HA

III. Open Discussion –
   a. Member Expectations and Suggestions
   b. DHA and VA Public-Private Collaboration
   c. Strategic Positioning (PSC, POC, AMSUS, AFCEA, HIMSS)
   d. Creating Opportunities, Identifying Obstacles and Advocating for Improvements, Focusing on DoD and VA Healthcare needs

IV. MRMC CRADA Update

V. Events
   a. NDIA-HA Monthly Breakfast Series
   b. BioDefense Summit
   c. 2018 Military Medicine Partnership Conference

VI. Subcommittees – Fill Vacant Positions
   a. Procurement and Contracting
   b. Research and Development
   c. IT Governance

VII. New Issues

VIII. Next Meeting

IX. Adjournment/Happy Hour